
 

VOWS 
 

If a man makes a vow to God or takes an oath by binding obligation…  
everything that comes out of his mouth, he is to do. 

 
 
I 

Tonight my grandson is a wind-up toy. 
Bouncing on our bed, he builds a pillow cave 
for his roaring lion self. 
 
He cannot stop this new game:  
build up and toss down, build up and toss down. 
 
Dizzy, we scoop him up,  
promise he can play again tomorrow, though  
tomorrow will bring a different animal,  
a different grandson. 
 
II 
 
We sit at the coffee shop – man and woman,  
each with palm upturned.  
 
You cannot hear our voices, though  
you may recognize the shorthand that passes between us:  
a tilt of the head for what once was, a resting arm  
for what has come to pass.  
 
On my palm, a green station wagon,  
a fistful of balloons, a pink shell, a key. On his,  
the car is blue, the shell a stone.  
 
We cannot remember how we got here,  
nor can we truly forget, for marriage is a plain 
and hypnotic thing, with its daily ritual & repetition –  
wake up, live the day, sleep.  
 
III 
 
Then, a woman’s vow meant nothing. 
If young, her father could undo it, if older,  
her husband.  
 
I yearn for this unbound choice, this chance  
to be without sound or substance. 
 
IV 
 
I‘ve been hearing them for days, 
my kith and kin from beyond the grave,  
and those separated by a lesser distance.  



 

 
Their approach leaves me dizzy  
with remorse— the list of my broken promises is long,  
the list of what I will never accomplish  
longer still. 
 
I have built up and tossed down. Promised  
everything and given dust.  
 
They ask: have you remained true? 
 
V 
 
I open my mouth to speak, but I am 
no longer a bride. 
 
VI 
 
Today, our vows drape funny,   
in last year’s color and loose around the elbows.  
 
If lucky, we will grow into each day   
we are given. If lucky, we will be sewn  
into each other’s skin. 
 


